CARDINIA ROAD, PAKENHAM

CONSTRUCTION
IMPACTS FACT SHEET

Works are ramping up as we
get on with the job of removing
the Cardinia Road, Pakenham
level crossing. A new road
bridge has been fast-tracked
for construction, with the level
crossing to be gone by 2021.
Construction of the project is managed
in accordance with an Environmental
Management Plan (EMP). An EMP is
a strategy to help the project manage
impacts during construction. It guides
project decision-making and helps to
reduce construction impacts on the
community and environment.

Construction vibration
During construction, earth-moving
machinery such as excavators may
cause small amounts of vibration.
While vibration can be noticeable,
all construction activities have been

carefully planned to ensure the
safety of the community and to
avoid damage to property.

Construction noise monitoring
During construction, we actively
monitor noise and vibration levels
to make sure they are within the
Environment Protection Authority
(EPA) noise control guidelines.
To learn more about these guidelines,
visit epa.vic.gov.au

What to expect during
construction
Regular communication
We will provide regular updates ahead
of time, so residents, businesses,
commuters and visitors are always
aware of any traffic and parking
changes in the area.
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We’ll deliver information about each
construction stage to affected residents
and businesses. This information will
also be available on our website and
on our Facebook and Twitter pages.

Temporary traffic changes
We’re building a temporary road on the
eastern side of Cardinia Road to allow
traffic to move through the area with
minimal disruption during construction.
Traffic management will be in place
to help guide you safely.

• work within approved construction
times - Monday to Saturday,
between 7.00am and 7.00pm,
with occasional night works
• use quieter reversing alarms
on our vehicles and machines

The main sources of noise,
vibration and dust on the
project are likely to be:
piling works

• keep our machines in good
working order.

At times we'll need to close the road
during construction. Road closures will
be scheduled during off peak times
where possible, such as weekends
and nights to ensure minimal traffic
disruptions. Advanced notice will be
given and there will be detours and
traffic management in place to help
guide you safely.

How we reduce dust

soil compaction

If you live near the construction area,
you may notice some dust or dirt while
works are on, particularly on windy days.

excavation works

We use a range of measures to
minimise the amount of dust generated
and to keep the air clean, including:

Some temporary closures to pedestrian
paths will occur, however access to
Cardinia Station and the Village Way
shops will always be maintained.

• planning earthworks on less
windy days

 eavy machinery,
h
generators and
power tools

• spraying exposed areas with water,
especially on hot and windy days

Rail disruptions
As construction progresses, there will be
temporary weekend disruptions to the
Pakenham line. Buses will replace trains
while essential works take place, such as
lifting in bridge beams over the rail line
and removing the boom gates.

How we reduce noise and vibration

• covering truck loads
• reducing the speed of construction
vehicles
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• monitoring air quality to ensure all
construction activities comply with
Victorian guidelines.

Stay up to date on the project
via our project page at
levelcrossings.vic.gov.au

To keep an eye on dust levels close to
the project area we use dust monitors.
These are installed next to our work site
and help manage dust by monitoring
air quality at regular intervals.

Ask us a question
Contact us anytime on 1800 105 105
or contact@levelcrossings.vic.gov.au

Translation service – For languages other
than English, please call 9280 0780.

CONTACT US
contact@levelcrossings.vic.gov.au

Want to know more?

Follow us on social media
@levelcrossings

Please contact us if you would like this
information in an accessible format.
If you need assistance because of a hearing or
speech impairment, please visit relayservice.gov.au
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• monitor noise and vibration during
construction as per Victorian EPA
noise control guidelines

• staging work to minimise the
areas exposed to wind

